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Here you can find the menu of Sushi Roll King-Sheridan st.shop in Cairns. At the moment, there are 16
courses and drinks on the food list. You can inquire about changing offers via phone. What Thomas Pagac likes

about Sushi Roll King-Sheridan st.shop:
This place is very clean, has a nice decor service was excellent, prices are good food was freshly made and the
taste was great they offer free wifi and even supply hand gel highly to recommend !!! Great place read more. You
can use the WiFi of the place at no extra cost, Depending on the weather conditions, you can also sit outside and

eat. The rooms on site are accessible, and therefore no problem for customers with wheelchairs or physical
limitations. What User doesn't like about Sushi Roll King-Sheridan st.shop:

I may have rated this place a 3 as i am not very fond of Sushi but wanted to try it out for the second time. :)I still
do not like Sushi..Though you should not go by my review of the place, it is surely worth a try. I liked the service

& also noticed a lot of school students eating there. this means that this would be a hit with the locals. read more.
Sushi Roll King-Sheridan st.shop from Cairns, is a restaurant that brings traditional spicy Spanish menus to the
table, delectable vegetarian recipes are also on the menu available. No matter the occasion - a ceremony - the
in-house catering makes it easy to enjoy the food from Sushi Roll King-Sheridan st.shop at home, among the

specialties of this establishment are particularly the Sashimi and Inside-Out.
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Salad�
TUNA SALAD

Sush� Roll�
SUSHI

Sid� dishe�
RICE

Ric�
SPICY CHICKEN

Chicke�
CHICKENWINGS

Appet�er
TEMPURA

Specialtie�
TERIYAKI CHICKEN

Chicke� Wing�
WINGS

Japanes� specialtie�
MISO SOUP

Sp�ia�-Nudel�
UDON

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
SOUP

SALAD

Ingredient� Use�
CHICKEN

TUNA

SALMON

AVOCADO
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Opening Hours:
Monday 10:00-18:00
Tuesday 10:00-18:00
Wednesday 10:00-18:00
Thursday 10:00-18:00
Friday 10:00-18:00
Saturday 10:30-14:30
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